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Aim

In this talk I aim to share one of the main contributions from my
doctoral research, where I studied learner engagement within two
specific peer-supported digital environments.

The main take-away of the presentation is the need to do adequate
interventions to incentivise our cohorts of students to interact
within our digital environments. Without such incentives, they will
behave as online learners.

We will consider together some potential side effects of such
interventions.



Context

Learners engaging in peer-supported
digital environments …
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Wilde, A (2021). “A platform-agnostic model and analysis of learner engagement within peer-supported digital
environments: FutureLearn MOOCs and PeerWise”, PhD thesis, The University of Southampton.



Research question

What does a data-driven approach
to learner interactions reveal about

learning engagement within an
online environment (PeerWise)?

Wilde, A (2021). “A platform-agnostic model and analysis of learner engagement within peer-supported digital
environments: FutureLearn MOOCs and PeerWise”, PhD thesis, The University of Southampton.



PeerWise?

Wilde, A (2020). PeerWise: A chat for administrators and users. Video in MS Stream. University of Winchester.



Engagement?

“In reviewing academic papers relating to engagement,
very few had an actual definition of the term within them
(Cormier and Siemens, 2010), and none addressed the
context of learning of MOOCs, with most relating to the
traditional classroom setting (Becker, 2000; Kuh, 2001;
Kuh and Gonyea, 2003; Ahn et al., 2013; Milligan et al.,
2013; Ramesh et al., 2013).”

Gore, H. (2018). Engagement of Learners Undertaking Massive Open Online Courses and the Impact of Design.

EdD thesis, The Open University.



We only see silhouettes



Engagement in digital learning environments?

ENGAGING WITH PEERS

conversing

ENGAGING WITH CONTENT

consumingproducing



Intensity of activity is a continuum

Conversing

asking questions
giving replies

Producing

writing essays
creating videos

Observing

reading comments
following posters

Consuming

reading content
watching videos

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

PEERS CONTENT



Focusing on one type of interaction

Conversing

asking questions
giving replies

Producing

writing essays
creating videos

Observing

reading comments
following posters

Consuming

reading content
watching videos

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

PEERS CONTENT



Conversing
Communicative activities, inspired by Chua et al., 2017:
SP starting posts (communications by a learner at a given time

that are responded to by others at a later time),
LP lone posts (learner contributions that are not responded to by

others, even though the learner may have added further
information in a later post as a “reply to self”),

FR first replies (responses to a starting post that had been
communicated by another learner at an earlier time),

IR initiators’ replies (responses to others’ replies to one’s own
starting post), and,

AR additional replies (responses to others’ replies under a starting
post that has already been replied to).

Chua, Shi-Min; Tagg, Caroline; Sharples, Mike and Rienties, Bart. (2017). Discussion Analytics: Identifying
Conversations and Social Learners in FutureLearn MOOCs. In: FutureLearn data: what we currently have, what we
are learning and how it is demonstrating learning in MOOCs, 13-17 Mar 2017, Vancouver.



A worked example









Research question (again)

What does a data-driven approach
to learner interactions reveal about

learning engagement within an
online environment (PeerWise)?

Wilde, A (2021). “A platform-agnostic model and analysis of learner engagement within peer-supported digital
environments: FutureLearn MOOCs and PeerWise”, PhD thesis, The University of Southampton.



What did I do?

Feature engineering using
an engagement model

Learner data from two
courses using PeerWise

Anonymised features dataset

Data-driven clustering analysis

Two profiles of learner
engagement in PeerWise



Interpretable profiles of learner engagement in PeerWise
(compulsory)



Interpretable profiles of learner engagement in PeerWise
(optional)



Comparing the profiles of learner engagement



Take away

We need to do adequate interventions to incentivise our cohorts of
students to interact within our digital environments. Without such
incentives, they will behave as online learners (where the long-tail
of engagement applies, with the majority of learners engaging very
passively, and a very small minority much more actively).

Do consider how to introduce adequate incentives to increase
learner engagement – for example, through the alignment of
learning activities with assessment.



Thanks!
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